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Abstract

Following the seminal work of Noveck and Posada (2003); Bott and Noveck (2004),
investigations into the psycholinguistic properties of scalar implicatures (SIs) have
mostly focused on direct SIs, i.e. when a weaker term from a scale of alternatives
(e.g. ‘some’ in <some, all>) is understood as negating a stronger alternative (SOME
x are y  not ALL x are y). Most studies found that SIs incur a processing cost
(Breheny et al., 2006; Degen and Tanenhaus, 2011; Bott et al., 2012). In this study, we
investigate indirect SIs, i.e. implicatures which arise (for instance) when the negation of
a stronger term is taken to imply the affirmation of the weak alternative (e.g. Not ALL
x are y  SOME x are y). We report on two truth-value judgement tasks designed to
compare direct and indirect SIs. In Exp. 1 we show that the original signature obtained
for direct SIs may not be found for indirect SIs. However we identify superficial dif-
ferences which may explain the absence of generalization of the cost result to indirect
SIs. In Exp. 2 we show that once these superficial differences are factored out, the two
classes of SIs can be seen to share the same processing properties. Hence, there is a
cost inherent to SIs and it generalizes across different instances of the phenomenon.
This "signature" of SIs should now be investigated with other phenomena, either to
understand these phenomena and their relation to SIs (Chemla and Bott, 2011, 2012)
or to better identify which subprocess specifically involved in the derivation process of
a SI is responsible for this cost.

1 Introduction
1.1 Linguistic Background

1.1.1 What are scalar implicatures?

Scalar implicatures (henceforth SIs) are inferences which arise when a speaker utters a sen-
tence like (1):

(1) Some of the students came to the party.

This utterance can be understood as (2a) or (2b):
∗This is a pre-publication draft. Acknowledgements to come...
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(2) a. Some or all of the students came.
b. Some, but not all, of the students came.

(2a) is strictly weaker than (2b). (2b) adds the inference that “not all students came”, which
is called a scalar implicature. We can show that the “not all” inference in (2b) is optional
because it can be cancelled in (3a). By contrast, it cannot be cancelled in (3b), where it is
a logical consequence of the sentence:

(3) a. Some of the students came to the party. In fact they all came.
b. # None of the students came to the party. In fact they all came.

From the work of Grice (1967), a derivation has been proposed for such inferences which
goes in substance as follows:

1. If a speaker utters the sentence with “some”, the addressee may wonder why she did
not use the sentence with “all”: “All of the students came to the party.”

2. This alternative is in fact more informative (it entails the sentence with “some”).

3. The addressee assumes that the speaker does not believe the stronger alternative to be
true, otherwise she would have uttered it instead of the sentence with “some”.

4. If the addressee further assumes that the speaker is opinionated about the alternative
(i.e. the speaker knows whether it is true or false)1, then she can conclude that the
alternative is false: not all students came to the party.

This reasoning does not only apply to the competition between “some” and “all”. Whenever
two terms systematically compete, we can define a scale. The example above involves the
scale <some, all> but there are more: <or, and>, <might, must>,<warm, hot>, etc.

1.1.2 Indirect scalar implicatures

The theory presented above makes predictions for any sentence in which a term from a scale
appears. We showed how sentences with “some” can be compared with their alternative
with “all”, but the reverse is also possible. Any two sentences which differ only in the use of
“some” or “all” can be compared and several situations are conceivable: They can be logically
equivalent, one can be strictly stronger than the other, and they can be independent. In the
simplest cases (e.g., 4a), the sentence with “all” is stronger, but it is not always the case. In
(4b,c) for instance, the sentence with “all” is not stronger than the sentence with “some” (or
“any”, which is the equivalent of “some” in negative contexts).

(4) a. John saw all of the students ⇒ John saw some of the students
b. John doesn’t know all of the students 6⇒ John doesn’t know any of the students
c. If John knows all students, he must be a teacher
6⇒ If John knows some students, he must be a teacher

(“⇒” represents material implication: Whenever the left member holds, so does the right member)

1This assumption is sometimes referred to as the “epistemic step” (Sauerland, 2004; van Rooij and Schulz,
2004; Spector, 2005).
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In cases like (4b,c) the sentence with “all” triggers a SI, which is the negation of the stronger
alternative with “some/any”. This is the case whenever the alternative is non-weaker, i.e. as
soon as it is not entailed by the utterance2:

(5) a. John saw all of the students 6 John didn’t see any of the students
b. John doesn’t know all of the students  John knows some of the students
c. If John knows all students, he must be a teacher
 John may know some students without necessarily being a teacher

(“ ” stands for “gives rise to the inference”)

These inferences are derived following exactly the same reasoning as for the “not all”
inference in (1). For instance, the inference in (5b) corresponds to the negation of the
alternative in (4b), i.e. “It is not the case that John doesn’t know any of the students”,
which is equivalent to “John knows some of the students”.

In simple affirmative cases like (4a), “all” yields a stronger sentence than “some”, and for
this reason it is sometimes called the strong element of the scale <some, all>. Environments
which reverse this relation, such as (4b,c) are called downward entailing environments (Fau-
connier, 1975b; Horn, 1989). As shown in (5), these environments trigger SIs from “all” to
“some”. Such SIs are usually labelled as indirect, whereas implicatures which go from a weak
element of the scale to a strong one are called direct SIs. Direct SIs appear in all environ-
ments which are not downward entailing, while indirect SIs appear in all environments which
are not upward entailing. The monotonicity of the environment has consequences beyond
the derivation of scalar implicatures. This notion was introduced to explain the distribution
of lexical items such as “any” or “at all” (Fauconnier, 1975a,b; Ladusaw, 1979).

Our focus in the rest of this study will be on indirect SIs in negated sentences and the
comparison with direct SIs in simple affirmative sentences.

1.2 Psychological background

The derivation mechanism for SIs presented in the previous section conveys a strong pre-
diction: If deriving the inference requires the computation of alternatives and the negation
of some of these alternatives, then SIs should have a significant processing cost. One of the
first series of experiments to test this prediction was presented in Bott and Noveck (2004).
They proposed to measure the derivation cost of SIs using a sentence-verification task with
sentences such as (6). This sentence is true under its weak reading (without an SI) but false
under its strong reading (with an SI):

(6) Some elephants are mammals.
a. Weak reading: Some or all elephants are mammals. (True)
b. Strong reading: Some but not all elephants are mammals. (False)

In their first experiments, subjects were trained to treat “some” as strong (“some but not
all”) or weak (“some or all”) and to answer target sentences such as (6) accordingly. The

2See Spector (2003); van Rooij and Schulz (2004) for formal accounts and Chemla and Spector (2011);
Chemla et al. (2011) for experimental confirmation of this claim.
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results showed that when they had to answer False (that is when they had to use the strong
reading) subjects were significantly slower than when they had to answer True (that is when
they needed the weak reading). This difference has been interpreted as an evidence that
deriving a SI is a costly process.

Subsequently, many studies, using different procedures, confirmed that giving an answer
associated with a strong reading to a sentence containing a scalar item is costly (Huang and
Snedeker, 2009a,b; Degen and Tanenhaus, 2011; Bott et al., 2012). Yet, no experimental
study has been carried out on indirect SIs: All the studies mentioned above focused on
direct SIs. There are many reasons to study indirect SIs. Theories explain a wide class of
inferences beyond the meaning of “some”, including indirect SIs, as shown in the introduction.
Testing a wider class of SIs is a good way to test whether the conclusions of Bott and Noveck
(2004) generalize.

Most studies have detected a cost for SIs, but it is still unclear what the source of this cost
is. Some of it is probably due to the complexity added by the inference (the strong reading is
more complex than the weak reading) and this may explain the large size of the effect in Bott
and Noveck (2004). Nonetheless, recent results suggest that there is a residual cost inherent
in the SIs which is not observed in explicit paraphrases of the strong reading, such as “only
some” (Bott et al., 2012). Furthermore, increasing the working memory load with a double
task reduces the rate at which subjects derive SIs, but does not affect their responses to “only
some” sentences (Marty and Chemla, 2013). The difference between explicit and implicit
strong readings of “some” may come form the nature of “only”, which is usually assumed to
trigger presuppositions. On the other hand, indirect SIs arise from the same mechanism,
hence we can have stronger expectations that their processing will parallel direct SIs.

Studying indirect SIs also addresses some methodological issues. Chemla and Bott (2011,
2012) used a similar paradigm to study other phenomena (presuppositions, free-choice infer-
ences) and argued that they did not share a common derivation mechanism with SIs because
they displayed reversed processing signatures, despite theoretical claims that had been made
to unify these phenomena (Kratzer and Shimoyama, 2002; Fox, 2007; Chemla, 2009; Romoli,
2013). Indirect SIs in contrast are uniformly derived like direct SIs in the theoretical litera-
ture, but they usually involve some form of negation. Negation may have dramatic effects on
sentence-verification tasks (Clark and Chase, 1972; Carpenter and Just, 1975), so direct and
indirect SIs provide a good example of phenomena which share a common derivation mech-
anism but display some superficial differences which may affect the processing signature. In
order to validate the conclusions from the studies mentioned above it is crucial to test such
examples: If the paradigm cannot disentangle superficial differences in the sentences from
differences in the derivation of the inferences, we could not conclude that the phenomena
studied in Chemla and Bott (2011, 2012) must be explained by different mechanisms. On
the contrary, if several classes of SIs turn out to share the same processing pattern, then we
may be more confident in using this pattern as a signature of SIs.

In the following, we report on 2 experiments that aimed at comparing the processing of
direct and indirect SIs.
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2 Experiment 1
2.1 Goal of this experiment

This experiment was designed to investigate the time-course of indirect scalar implicatures in
a design similar to Bott and Noveck (2004). It was a sentence-verification task in which target
sentences were true under the weak reading and false under the strong reading. Subjects
received no explicit training or instructions on how to treat these target sentences. By doing
so, we were able to see how often subjects would spontaneously derive SIs. We included both
direct and indirect targets, so we were able to compare the derivation rates of both classes
of SIs. Provided average derivation rates sufficiently close to 50%, we would also be able to
compare the response times associated with weak and strong readings for each class of SIs.

2.2 Methods and Materials

2.2.1 Course of the experiment

The experiment consisted in a sentence-verification task: Participants read sentences and
had to judge whether they were true or false.

Subjects were recruited on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and redirected to an online ex-
periment hosted on Alex Drummond’s Ibex Farm. Response times were recorded locally
and sent to the server at the end of the experiment, so that subjects’ internet connection
would not interfere with the measure. Before starting the experiment, subjects received
instructions and read examples of true and false sentences. They also read one example of
an ambivalent sentence with the scalar item “or”. They were told that such sentences are
intermediate and that opinion about their truth may vary. In such cases they would have to
follow their intuition.

After reading the instructions, subjects started the experiment. They were asked to use
the keys D (False) and K (True) to answer.

The first five sentences were practice items and included examples presented in the in-
structions. They were designed to help subjects familiarize with the task and were not
included in the analyses. The remaining items were presented in random order.

At the end of the experimental phase, subjects had to fill a questionnaire. This question-
naire included questions about their age, sex and native language, and the device used to
answer (keyboard, mouse, touchscreen, other). After filling the questionnaire their results
were sent to the server, and subjects validated their participation on Mechanical Turk.

2.2.2 Materials

As in Bott and Noveck (2004, Exp. 3), participants were free to answer as they wished. The
main difference is that we tested both direct and indirect implicatures.

There were 5 types of target sentences:

(D1) Some elephants are mammals.

(D2) John-the-zoologist believes that some elephants are mammals.

(I1) Not all elephants are reptiles.
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(I2a) John-the-zoologist believes that not all elephants are reptiles.

(I2b) John-the-zoologist doesn’t believe that all elephants are reptiles.

D1 are direct targets identical to those of Bott and Noveck (2004). They are true under
the weak reading: “There are elephants which are mammals”, and false under the strong
reading (with implicature): “Some but not all elephants are mammals”. I1 are indirect
targets following the same pattern: true under the weak reading: “It is not the case that all
elephants are reptiles”, and false under the strong one: “Not all elephants are reptiles, but
some are”. It has been argued that the effect of Bott and Noveck may be due to their sentences
being weird, because the inferences violate world knowledge3. Therefore, we decided to test
different types of targets, in both direct (D2) and indirect (I2a, I2b) conditions. These
sentences share the same properties as the simpler version: They are all true under the weak
reading and false under the strong one. Unlike D1 and I1, their SIs do not violate world
knowledge, but the instructions made clear that zoologists know everything there is to know
about animals. For the indirect condition there were two possible positions for the negation
which yielded the same truth conditions for the sentence and the SI (I2a and I2b). Both
were tested. We generated 15 exemplars of each of these sentences by varying the animals
and the names.

Control sentences were designed to ensure that participants could not guess the truth
value of a sentence until reaching the end. For each target sentence one true control and one
false control were built by changing the last word, as in the examples below:

(D1-T) Some elephants are Asian.

(D1-F) Some elephants are reptiles.

(I1-T) Not all elephants are Asian.

(I1-F) Not all elephants are mammals.

Controls for (D2) followed the model of (D1). Controls for (I2a – I2b) followed the model of
(I1). As for targets, there were 15 exemplars of each of these sentences.

A set of 40 true affirmative fillers sentences were included to balance the extra negative
sentences due to (I2b) and to push subjects to give more false responses to targets by contrast
(this turned out necessary from the results of a pilot study). They were not included in the
analyses.

(Fill1) Some mammals are elephants.

(Fill2) All elephants are mammals.

Overall, there were 75 target sentences, 150 control sentences, and 40 fillers. All sen-
tences were displayed in blocks of 2-3 words (e.g., [John-the-zoologist][believes that][some
elephants][are mammals]). Each block was displayed for 750ms, except for the last one which
was displayed until a response was made.

3Magri (2009) showed how sentences are unnatural when the strong alternative is contextually equivalent
to the weak one, as in this example: #Some Italians come from a warm country.
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2.2.3 Participants

42 subjects were recruited and received $2.5 for their participation. 6 of them were removed
from the analyses: one for not being a native speaker of English and five because their error
rate to control sentences exceeded mean+sd: 18%. The mean error rate was 6% on the
remaining subjects (sd: 5%).

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Data treatment and statistical methods

Responses made in less than 100ms or more than 10s were removed from the analyses (1.8% of
the data). For all mixed models, the random effects are Subjects and Items. The intercepts
are not meaningful, so we will not comment them. Categorical responses were analyzed
with generalized linear mixed models (GLMM), using logit link function. For response time
analyses, we removed all error trials. Log transformation was applied before fitting mixed
models to the response times, to respect homoscedasticity assumptions. pMCMC will indicate
Markov Chain Monte Carlo estimates of the p-values. For models on logRT, we give estimates
of the size of the effects in milliseconds by applying an exponential transformation to the
average fitted values.

2.3.2 Analysis of responses

Figure 1 shows the proportion of True answers given to controls and targets, aggregated by
subjects.

Controls: Responses to control sentences (correct vs. error) were fitted in a model includ-
ingTruth value and Sentence type (D1, D2, I1, I2a, I2b) as fixed effects4. We observed a
significant effect of Truth value on error rates: False sentences yield more errors than true sen-
tences (z = 5.6, p < .001). We observed no difference between D1 and D2 (z = 0.5, p = .6),
but significant differences between D1 and each of I1, I2a, I2b (respectively z = 3.0; 4.7; 6.7
and all p < .01): Negative sentences yielded more errors than affirmative ones5.

Targets: On targets the truth value depends on the subject’s reading, whereas controls
were unequivocally true or false. On average, subjects gave 36% False responses to targets,
which means they derived SIs 36% of the time, with little variation across the types of targets.
A model was fit on this data (True vs. False responses): The fixed effects were Truth value
(this time with 3 levels: target, true, false) and Sentence type (D1–I2b). We found strong
differences between the targets and both true and false controls: Target sentences gave rise
to less True answers than true controls (z = 27, p < .001) but more than false controls
(z = −37, p < .001). The proportion of True answers to targets did not vary significantly
across sentence types (all |z| < 1.3, n.s.).

4A first model including the interaction between these factors showed it was not significant and the
comparison with the simpler model without interaction showed no significant loss of explanatory power:
χ2(4) = 8.6, p = .071

5Although replacing Sentence type with a simpler 2-level factor affirmative/negative reduced the explana-
tory power of the model: χ2(3) = 18, p < .001
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Figure 1: Percent True answers (aggregated by subject) as a function of Sentence Type.
Error bars correspond to SEM.

We computed coherence indices by subject: absolute value of the difference between the
derivation rates on direct (resp. indirect) targets and 50%. The median value was 38% (resp.
34%), meaning that half the subjects gave the same response to direct targets at least 88% of
the time (resp. to indirect targets at least 84% of the time). This means that many subjects
had a very coherent behavior on targets and almost didn’t change readings throughout the
experiment.

Finally we looked at the correlations between responses to the different targets. We
observed a strong correlation between a participant’s derivation rate (rate of False responses)
for direct SIs and this participant’s derivation rate for indirect SIs (F (1, 34) = 24, p < .001).
All correlations between subtypes of targets (D1–I2b) were significant as well (all F ’s above
11, p-values under .001).6

2.3.3 Analysis of response times

Controls: A mixed model was fit on logRT from control sentences. The fixed effects were
Truth value (true/false) and Sentence types (D1–I2b). We observed an effect of Truth value:
Responses to false sentences are slower by 185ms (pMCMC < .05). We also observed that D1
sentences are significantly faster than all others (D2: +98ms, I1: +185ms, I2a: +293ms, I2b:
+606ms, all pMCMC < .01). Truth value was not interacting with Sentence type except for
I2a: The true/false difference in this case is increased by an extra 253ms (pMCMC < .0001).

Targets: Figure 2a displays the fitted values for targets, from a mixed model which was
fit on all data (controls and targets). The fixed effects were Answer (True vs. False), Con-
trol vs. Target, Sentence type (D1–I2b) and all interactions between these factors. For D1
sentences, answering a target takes more time than a control (+312ms, pMCMC < .05). This
effect is even stronger on I1 and I2a sentences (562ms and 490ms, both pMCMC < .001 for
interaction). Answering false to a D1 target has an extra cost, compared to answering false

6All these correlations were calculated on arcsine-transformed derivation rates. We did not use logit
transformation because many subjects had 0% or 100% rates which would yield infinite values.
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to a control (+296ms, pMCMC < .001). This corresponds to the effect discovered by Bott
and Noveck (2004). However, this effect interacts with sentence type. Table 2b shows the
estimate for the size of this cost for each sentence type. There is no difference between D1
and D2 (pMCMC = .9), but the effect is reversed on I1–I2b (all pMCMC < .001).

D1 D2 I1 I2a I2b

True
False

Fitted RTs for targets

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

(a) Fitted RT for target sentences (re-transformed from
log-values and aggregated by subject).

Type Effect size
D1 296ms
D2 288ms
I1 -484ms
I2a -622ms
I2b -696ms

(b) Estimated size of the interaction
between True/False effect and Tar-
get/Control sentence.

Figure 2: On direct targets, SIs seem costly (Bott and Noveck effect) but this effect is
reversed on indirect targets.
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2.4 Discussion

Using an inference paradigm, van Tiel et al. (2013) compared the derivation rates of SIs
between a variety of scales beyond <some, all>. They showed that there is great variability
in the derivation rates across scales, from 4 to 100% ( “some” gave rise to “not all” inference
93% of the time on average). However, they only studied direct SIs. Our correlation results
show that the mean derivation rates across subjects did not differ significantly between direct
and indirect SIs from the same scale, and the correlation was highly significant.

For direct SIs we replicated the effect of Bott and Noveck (2004): SIs incur an extra
cost which is not explained by true/false effects on controls. We observed no difference
between their original sentences (D1) and those which did not violate world knowledge (D2).
However, on indirect targets (I1, I2a-b), the effect was reversed. In negated sentences, the
weak reading seems to be accessed later than the strong one. This result is very surprising.
Indeed, if indirect SIs display a different processing signature in the paradigm of Bott and
Noveck (2004), two conclusions come to mind. Either the theory must be revised, so that
indirect SIs would not be explained by the same mechanism as direct ones, or we must
question what the paradigm is actually testing. In the present case, we will argue that this
experiment does not challenge the similarity between the two phenomena but rather can be
accounted for by appealing to the nature of the control sentences we used.

First of all, the controls we used in this experiment shared their structure with targets.
Since most subjects were very coherent on targets and stuck to one reading (either weak
or strong), if a subject was deriving SIs on the targets, he probably did so on controls as
well. In this case it is not very clear what these sentences actually control for. If SIs have
a derivation cost, it probably affected control sentences as well. The comparison between
controls and targets would only yield information on the differences in semantic complexity,
but would not tell much about derivation.

Second, there may be an asymmetry between direct and indirect targets. All sentences
associated the name of an animal (e.g., “elephant”) with a category that could either be
a match (“mammals” ), a mismatch (“reptiles”) or a partial match (“Asian”). D1 involves
a match and I1 involves a mismatch. This may have facilitated the True response to D1
but hindered it for I1. On true controls, the situation is symmetric as they both involved
partial matches (D1-T is “Some elephants are Asian”, I1-T is “Not all elephants are Asian”).
For subjects with a strong reading, the situation is reversed: If mismatches facilitate False
responses, then D1 should be harder than I1. Therefore the double interaction we observed
(True/False × Control/Target × D1/I1) may only reflect this asymmetry.

We observed slower responses to control sentences I1–I2b overall, and the false controls in
particular could be slower (significant on I2a). This extra delay on false negative sentences
is unexpected if we only consider effects of truth value and polarity. Classic experiments on
the comprehension of negation (Clark and Chase, 1972; Carpenter and Just, 1975) show that
if there is an interaction between these effects, then in negative sentences falsity is usually
easier to verify than truth. If anything, our control sentences show the opposite pattern.
Some specificities of these sentences (e.g. their own SIs, or their match/mismatch properties)
may explain the surprising response times pattern we observed.
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Therefore, we cannot conclude much about the processing of SIs from these results.
It confirms that verification plays an important role in the results and the cost measured
by previous sentence verification studies may reflect the impact of the inference on the
verification process rather than its derivation. The proper way to control for polarity and
truth value effects would be to use controls which do not trigger SIs themselves, so that
subjects’ behavior would affect their response times only on targets, and to have a wider
variety of items in order to avoid simple patterns like the match/mismatch we observed here.

3 Experiment 2
3.1 Goal of this experiment

This experiment included additional control sentences, designed to solve the main issues we
identified in Experiment 1. To avoid the match/mismatch issue discussed above, we used
a cover-story so that the task would depend as little as possible on world knowledge and
established categories. Such a move has already been done for independent motivations in
Chemla and Bott (2011). We also greatly increased the variety of control sentences in order
to avoid any pattern or prediction based on a subpart of the sentence. We included controls
which did not trigger implicatures (with quantifiers “all” and “none”), to be able to properly
control for true/false and affirmative/negative effects. Finally, we moved to a design with
training, as in Bott and Noveck (2004, Exp. 1): Subjects were trained to rely either on the
strong or weak reading to evaluate target sentences. This let us see how subjects’ behavior on
the targets (deriving or not the implicature) may facilitate or hinder their responses to some
controls. It also ensured an equal share between weak and strong responses, thus increasing
statistical power for response times analyses. The first experiment already provided enough
data on the derivation rates of direct and indirect SIs and established their strong correlation.

3.2 Methods and Materials

The experiment was a sentence-verification task, with a paradigm similar to Bott and Noveck
(2004, Exp. 1): Participants were separated into 2 groups. Each group received specific
instructions and training to use either weak or strong reading. We will refer to subjects in
the weak reading group as charitable and to those in the strong reading group as rigorous7,8.

3.2.1 Course of the experiment

The course of this experiment was similar to Experiment 1. However, after being recruited
on Mechanical Turk, subjects were randomly assigned to the charitable or rigorous group.
The instructions began with a story subjects had to read. The experimental sentences had
to be judged against this story. It was identical in both versions. The instructions differed

7“Charitable” and “rigorous” correspond to Bott and Noveck’s “literal” and “pragmatic” respectively. The
nature of SIs is debated in the literature (pragmatic or grammatical phenomenon), but our experiment and
its results are independent from this question. The term “pragmatic” may be marked with respect to this
debate, hence we will adopt more neutral terms.

8In Bott and Noveck (2004), each subject took the experiment in both literal and pragmatic condition,
allowing for within subject comparison. This would have made our experiment too long, since we had almost
5 times more experimental sentences than they had.
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on the way the example-sentences were treated (cf. section 3.2.2 for details).
The experiment consisted in a training phase and an experimental phase. The training

was longer than in Experiment 1 (32 items), because subjects had to learn to treat target
sentences as true or false, depending on their group.

Between the training and the experimental phases, a summary of the story was presented.
Within each phase (training and experimental) items order was randomized. Upon reaching
half of the experimental phase, subjects were offered to take a short break. During this break
a reminder of the story presented in the instructions was displayed.

3.2.2 Materials

In the instructions, subjects read the following story:

A new virus has emerged in a zoo. In just a few days all animals were infected.
All land animals died after two weeks. On the contrary, birds were fortified by
this unknown virus. Meanwhile, the vets who are working in the zoo inspected
half of the animals from each species (they did not have the time to inspect them
all but they wanted to see some animals from each species).

The most important aspects of this cover-story concern the proportion of each kind of animals
which were inspected, killed or fortified. They were as follow:

Land animals Birds
Inspected Half Half
Killed All None
Fortified None All

The sentences used in the experiment followed the pattern: “Quantifier of the animals
were verb”. There were 4 possible quantifiers: “Some”, “All”, “Not all” and “None”. The
animal name was taken from a list of 36 birds or from a list of 36 land animals (plus 8 of
each for the training phase). The verbs were “killed”, “fortified”, and “inspected”. Overall
there were 24 types of sentences (4× 2× 3). The quantifiers “some” and “not all” could give
rise to SIs. The sentences (7a-b) and (8a-b) were direct and indirect targets respectively (all
are true under the weak reading but false under the strong reading).

(7) a. Some of the [land animals] were killed.
b. Some of the [birds] were fortified.

(8) a. Not all of the [land animals] were fortified.
b. Not all of the [birds] were killed.

All of the 20 possible control sentences were included but each of them was assigned
a different frequency, so that there would be an equal number of true and false sentences
overall, for each quantifier, for each verb and for each type of animal. This was done to
prevent subjects from developing strategies to predict the truth value of a sentence from
one of its constituents, hence forcing them to pay attention to all words in the sentence.
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Quantifier “all” provided the affirmative controls without implicature (true and false), while
“none” provided the negative ones.

There was a total of 264 sentences, including 48 targets (24 direct - 24 indirect)9. The
training phase was balanced in a similar way but had a higher proportion of target sentences
(8 from a total of 32 items). The detailed list with the exact number of repetitions for each
sentence type is reported in Appendix, as well as the animal lists.

In the instructions, subjects were presented 4 examples of sentences taken from the
training phase. The first 2 were true and false controls, while the 2 others were direct and
indirect target sentences. The instructions for these depended on the subject’s group. During
the training phase, subjects received feedback every time they made an error. On targets
this feedback depended on the training as well.

Sentences were displayed word-by-word and each word was displayed for 250ms, except
the last one on which we measured the response time.

3.2.3 Participants

84 participants were recruited on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. They received $2 for their
participation. We removed subjects who failed to satisfy the following criteria:

1. Native speaker of English: 9 subjects removed.

2. Error rate to controls under mean plus one standard deviation (19.7%): 4 more re-
moved.

3. Error rate under 40% on both direct and indirect targets : 11 more (total 24).

Overall, 27% of the subjects were removed10. The mean error rate for remaining subjects
was 5.8% on controls and 4.9% on targets. From all removed subjects, 11 out of 24 were
in the rigorous training, and from the 11 we removed specifically for their errors on targets,
5 were in the rigorous group and 6 in the charitable group. A Welch Two Sample t-test
showed no significant difference in the error rates on targets between the two training groups
when only the non-native were removed (t(69) = 0.47). A more detailed analysis of these
responses is provided below.

9Note that there is a trade-off between a high number of repetitions for targets, and the size of the
true/false bias that is due to these targets: Since we used the same controls for both groups of subjects,
they all had 108 true and 108 false control sentences, but the 48 targets were all true for subjects from the
charitable group and all false for subjects from the rigorous group. We kept 24 direct targets and 24 indirect
targets, yielding enough repetitions and limiting the bias to a 59% / 41% (also keeping the experiment not
too long).

10One may think this proportion is very high, but there is a trade-off between keeping many subjects and
having a reasonable error rate on targets. We considered that when a subject had more than 40% error rate
on one type of target the training had failed (probably because the subject had a very strong bias for the
other reading and would not change it).
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Data treatment and statistical methods

As in Experiment 1, responses made in less than 100ms or more than 10s were removed from
the analyses (1.7% of the data). For all mixed models, the random effects are Subjects and
Items. Categorical responses were analyzed with GLMM, using a logit link function. For
response time analyses, we removed all error trials. Log transformation was applied before
fitting mixed models to the response times, to respect homoscedasticity assumptions. pMCMC

indicates Markov Chain Monte Carlo estimates of the p-values. For models on logRT, we give
estimates of the size of the effects in milliseconds by applying an exponential transformation
to the average fitted values.

3.3.2 Analysis of responses

Figure 3a shows the proportion of True responses to all types of sentences. Accuracy was
above 80% in all conditions.

Control sentences: We verified that subjects understood the task and that training did
not have unexpected effects on controls sentences.

A GLMM was fit on responses to controls (correct/incorrect) with the following fixed
effects: Truth Value (True vs. False), Sentence Polarity (Affirmative vs. Negative) and Train-
ing (Charitable vs. Rigorous), plus all possible interactions. On affirmative sentences, truth
value did not have a significant effect (z = −1.6, p = .1). Negative sentences gave rise to
more errors (z = −3.3, p < .01) and there was a significant interaction with truth value
(z = 2.4, p < .05): Among negative sentences, false sentences give rise to less errors than
true sentences. We also detected an interaction between Truth Value and Training: Rigorous
subjects make less errors on False controls (z = 3.0, p < .01). No other effect was significant
(|z| < 1, n.s.).

Target sentences: Before removing subjects who had too high error rate on targets or
controls, we tested whether the training had the expected effect on responses to target
sentences. It is necessary to check that it is the case even when subjects who did not
respond to targets as they had been trained are included in the analyses, otherwise the
results would only reflect the way we selected the subjects.

Charitable subjects were trained to answer True to targets whereas Rigorous subjects
were trained to answer False. We ran a GLMM on responses (True/False) with the following
fixed effects: Polarity (Affirmative/Negative, which parallels Direct/Indirect for targets) and
Training (Charitable/Rigorous) plus their interaction and the interaction between Training
and Sentence Type (Target/True control/False control)11. The model output is presented in
figure 3b.

11Sentence Type was not treated as a simple effect. The formula for this model is a bit
complicated: Answer∼Training*Polarity+Training×SentenceType. The point was to avoid treating
Char.×(Target→TrueCtrl) as a simple effect, and to treat it as an interaction instead. Thereby, it is not
taken into account when computing Rig.×(Target→TrueCtrl). The latter is directly added to the effect of
Training. The same holds for (Target→FalseCtrl). Considering SentenceType as a simple effect would have
been conceptually equivalent, but the effects from this model are easier to interpret.
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(a) Percent True responses by Training

Effect β z-value p-value
Intercept 1.92 16.6 <.0001
Training: Char→Rig -3.80 -24.9 <.0001 ∗∗∗

Polarity: Dir → Indir -0.29 -3.7 .00025 ∗∗∗

Training × Polarity 0.11 1.1 .27575
Char × (Target→TrueCtrl) 0.87 9.0 <.0001 ∗∗∗

Char × (Target→FalseCtrl) -4.50 -45.0 <.0001 ∗∗∗

Rig × (Target→TrueCtrl) 4.06 46.6 <.0001 ∗∗∗

Rig × (Target→FalseCtrl) -0.74 -7.9 <.0001 ∗∗∗

(b) GLMM on responses (True/False). Intercept
corresponds to the proportion of True responses
given by Charitable subjects to affirmative (di-
rect) targets.

Figure 3: Charitable subjects treat targets as true sentences while Rigorous subjects treat
them as false sentences. Subjects from both groups give very similar responses to controls.

We observed a large effect of training on responses to targets. Charitable subjects gave
more True responses than Rigorous subjects (87% vs. 14%). Both charitable and rigorous
subjects gave less True responses on negative targets (83% and 12% respectively). There
may be a slightly stronger bias toward the strong reading in negative sentences, or a bias
for more errors on negative sentences. The comparison with controls reveals that although
targets gave rise to more errors than controls (Charitable subjects gave more True responses
on true controls, and Rigorous subjects less True responses on false controls, compared to
targets), the difference between targets and false controls for charitable subjects or true
controls for rigorous subjects is massive (both |z| > 45).

3.3.3 Analysis of response times

We first removed all error trials (6.0% of the data).

Raw response times:

Control sentences: A mixed model with 3 fixed factors (Subjects training, Polarity
and Truth Value) was fit on the response times from control sentences. To correct for
heteroscedasticity, a log transformation was applied to the RTs.

We observed an effect of Truth Value (False sentences take about 66ms more than True
ones) and Polarity (Negative sentences take about 274ms more). These effects tended to
interact in the expected direction (the truth value effect is reduced on negative sentences).
Rigorous subjects were faster on false sentences 12. No other effect was significant. The
training had no main effect on RT for controls and did not interact with Polarity.

Target sentences: Figure 5a shows the response times for target sentences. A mixed
model was fit on these log response times before any further treatment. The fixed effects
were Polarity (Direct/Indirect), Subject training, and their interaction. The model output

12This is not surprising since they had a higher proportion of false sentences in the experiment. Note that
it is not a speed-accuracy trade-off because they also did less errors on false sentences.
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Affirmative (Charitable) Negative (Charitable) Affirmative (Rigorous) Negative (Rigorous)
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Response time on controls by TV and polarity
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(a) RT on controls

Parameter β pMCMC

(Intercept) 7.0516 .0001
Polarity: Aff.→Neg. 0.2047 .0001 ∗∗∗
Truth: True→False 0.0604 .0001 ∗∗∗
Training: Char.→Rig. 0.0886 .1338
Polarity×Truth -0.0436 .0572 .
Polarity×Training -0.0084 .7194
Truth×Training -0.0515 .0236 ∗
Polarity×Truth×Training -0.0291 .3720

(b) Mixed model on RT for controls. Intercept
corresponds to responses given by Charitable sub-
jects to true affirmative sentences.

Figure 4: Rigorous training helps subject respond faster to false sentences, but has no other
effect. The interaction between Polarity and Truth value did not reach significance.

is presented in table 5b. As on controls, we observed a significant effect of Polarity (Indirect
slower than Direct by 346ms). As in Bott and Noveck (2004), we observed an effect of the
training (Rigorous subjects are overall slower on targets by 193ms). There was also a trend
for an interaction between Training and Polarity (on indirect targets, the effect of training
would be reduced by approximately 123ms).

Direct Indirect
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Fitted Response Times on targets
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(a) Fitted RT on targets

Effect β pMCMC

(Intercept) 7.129 .0001
Polarity: Dir.→Indir. 0.245 .0001 ∗∗∗
Training: Char.→Rig. 0.144 .0374 ∗
Polarity×Training -0.070 .0596 .

(b) Mixed model on RT for targets. Intercept corre-
sponds to responses given by Charitable subjects to
direct targets.

Figure 5: We replicate Bott and Noveck (2004) effect: On targets, charitable subjects are
faster than rigorous subjects. This effect tends to interact with Polarity: On indirect targets
SIs would not be as coslty.

However, since Training parallels the answer given by the subjects (Charitable subjects
had to answer True, whereas Rigorous subjects had to answer False), it could just be a
true/false effect. We also observed an effect of polarity on controls, which may explain the
difference between direct and indirect targets, as well as a potential interaction between this
parameter and truth value which may be related to the interaction we observed here (note
that these differences go in the same direction).
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Once again, these results are not sufficient to conclude. Without controlling for Polarity
and Truth Value, it is hard to know how much of the effect is due to superficial properties
of the target sentences, and how much comes from the derivation of the SI.

3.3.4 Regressing the effects of Polarity and Truth value:

As explained earlier, the main feature of Bott and Noveck’s paradigm is to associate a re-
sponse (True/False) with a given reading (Weak/Strong). Because of this we must control
very carefully for true/false effects. In our experiment, we also have to disentangle the effect
of Polarity (affirmative/negative) from the type of implicature (direct/indirect). Further-
more, Polarity and Truth value usually interact in sentence verification tasks.

We used the response times measured on control sentences to regress the effects of Truth
value, Polarity and their interaction from target sentences13. Details about the procedure for
residual response times (rRTs) are provided in Appendix D. rRTs for targets are presented
in Figure 6a. They were analyzed with a linear model14, which output is presented in table
6b.

Direct Indirect

Charitable
Rigorous

exponential rRT on targets
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(a) Residual RT (aggregated by subject after
exponential transformation)

Effect β t-value p-value
(Intercept) 0.0665 3.856 .0001
Polarity: Dir.→Indir. 0.0615 2.473 .0135 ∗
Training: Char.→Rig. 0.0651 2.724 .0065 ∗∗
Polarity×Training -0.0371 -1.083 .2790

(b) Linear model on rRT. Intercept corre-
sponds to responses given by Charitable sub-
jects to direct targets.

Figure 6: Bott and Noveck (2004) effect (Charitable subjects faster than Rigorous) remains
highly significant. This effect does not interact with Polarity anymore: Direct and Indirect
SIs do not seem to differ.

We observed an effect of Polarity: Direct targets take longer than Indirect (even after
regression of the Polarity effect measured on controls). This suggests that some of the

13DeGutis et al. (2012) showed that regression is a more efficient way to control for an effect than sub-
traction. Conceptually, subtracting is equivalent to a regression in which the offset is fixed to zero and the
slope to 1. Letting a model choose the appropriate values is the proper way to remove all the variance in
targets which can be explained by the controls.

14rRT already take into account the variance due to subjects and items, so it was unnecessary to include
these random effects again.
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Polarity effect on targets cannot be explained by variance on the controls. We observed
an effect of Training as well: Rigorous subjects are slower than Charitable ones. This is a
replication of Bott and Noveck (2004) effect. Crucially, there was no interaction: Rigorous
subjects are also slower than Charitable ones on indirect targets, hence indirect implicatures
appear to behave like direct ones.

Therefore, after regressing the effects of truth value and polarity, the effect of training is
still very significant, while the interaction with polarity is not any more. We estimated the
size of the effect by looking at the data after taking the exponential of rRT and multiplying
them by the ratio of their standard deviation to the standard deviation for raw RT. We
obtained an effect size of approximately 99ms±61ms for direct SIs and 107ms±63ms for
indirect SIs.

3.4 Discussion

On control sentences, we replicate the classic results about sentence comprehension and
negation (Clark and Chase, 1972; Carpenter and Just, 1975; Kaup et al., 2006, 2007). Falsity
and negation delay the comprehension of the sentence, but they interact negatively: False
negative sentences are not as hard as expected. The interaction we observed, although not
significant, goes in this direction. This is a crucial difference between Experiments 1 and 2.

On targets, the results on raw RT replicate the effect of Bott and Noveck (2004) in
affirmative sentences (direct SIs). However, there is a trend for an interaction with negation,
which goes in the same direction as in Experiment 1. This may be caused by an interaction
of polarity and truth value, as on controls, or it may be that indirect implicatures truly differ
from direct ones. To disentangle these two possible explanations we controlled for polarity,
truth value and their interaction. After regression, the interaction disappears whereas the
main effect of training (rigorous vs. charitable) remains significant.

As a conclusion, our results suggests that there is no real difference between direct and
indirect implicatures with regard to the derivation cost, although this fact may be hidden
by superficial differences. The differences between Experiments 1 and 2 show how control
sentences must be chosen and used very carefully.

4 General discussion
4.1 Summary of the results

In Experiment 1, we showed that the derivation of direct and indirect scalar implicatures
strongly correlates. There is a broad consensus in the theoretical literature that these two
classes of inferences are the result of the same processes. Yet in this first experiment indirect
implicatures seemed to have a different processing signature from direct implicatures. We
suggested that this could be an artifact due to (i) specific properties of the controls, which
may also trigger SIs, and (ii) a superficial difference between our positive and negative
target sentences, which involved either a match or a mismatch between the animals and
animal species mentioned.

In Experiment 2 we showed that the difference between direct and indirect SIs indeed
fades away with appropriate controls, including sentences which do not trigger implicatures
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themselves. Although the two types of implicatures still tended to differ when we looked
at the targets without taking into account the effects of truth value and polarity, their
processing patterns did not differ any more once we regressed these effects.

4.2 Bott and Noveck’s paradigm provides a real signature of scalar implicatures

As shown by the differences between Experiments 1 and 2, Bott and Noveck’s paradigm
is very sensitive to the properties of the control sentences. By associating one response
(True or False) with a behavior (e.g., deriving or not deriving a SI), the effect related to the
phenomenon at stake are likely to be mixed with unwanted effects of truth value. This is
even more problematic when elements that interact with truth value effects play a central
role, in the way negation distinguishes between direct and indirect SIs.

However, Experiment 2 shows that when True/False effects are properly controlled for,
the paradigm provides a reliable processing signature of scalar implicatures. This processing
signature can thus serve two lines of investigations. First it can be used to compare SIs with
other phenomena, such as presuppositions (Chemla and Bott, 2011) and free-choice inferences
(Chemla and Bott, 2012). Second, the processing cost can be linked to the SI mechanisms
more firmly. A closer investigation of the possible sources for this cost is therefore required,
which discussion we move to in the next paragraph.

4.3 About the cost of scalar implicatures

As we explained in the introduction, the experimental literature on scalar implicatures is
abundant and most studies detected a cost for deriving an implicature. Bott et al. (2012)
used a SAT paradigm which allowed them to distinguish the delays coming from seman-
tic complexity and from derivation processes. They proved that a cost of about 140ms is
specifically due to the derivation process. Our estimates for direct and indirect implicatures
(about 100ms) are compatible with their results.

Hence, the derivation process of SIs is costly, and this cost is produced equally in the
derivation of direct and indirect SIs. But it is not clear what in the SI derivation process
creates this cost. All derivation processes of SIs describe additional operations to obtain
an implicature (see Chemla and Singh 2013) and a cost could be associated to any of these
operations. For instance, it could be associated with (a) the mere decision to derive an
implicature, (b) with the retrieval of the necessary alternatives, (c) with the comparison
between the utterance and its alternatives, (d) with the negation of the selected alternatives,
etc.

A study of the contribution of each of these sources seems possible and important. For
instance, we could study how adding more scalar alternatives (e.g., including “most” as an
alternative to “some”) could impact the processing of scalar implicatures. Degen and Tanen-
haus (2011) already showed that “some” was processed more slowly when new alternatives
are made relevant, independently of the derivation of an implicature. If the addition of
alternatives also delays the derivation of the implicature, this would suggest that (b), (c)
or (d) above could participate to the effect. On the other hand, De Neys and Schaeken
(2007) showed that increasing the working memory load reduces the rate at which subjects
derive scalar implicatures, but Marty and Chemla (2013) further observed no such effect
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on explicit paraphrases with “only”, which involve the same manipulation of alternatives.
This may suggest that the processing of the alternatives is not the most effortful part in the
derivation of implicatures and therefore argues in favor of (a) in the options above. In any
event, more investigations are needed to understand this processing cost. The mechanisms at
the source of direct and indirect SIs trigger this cost, while other similar phenomena do not.
The different operations postulated in formal derivation models of SIs should now provide a
set of hypotheses to identify the source of the cost.

5 Conclusion
In the last decade, profuse literature on the processing of scalar implicatures has provided
strong arguments for a costly derivation. By eliminating confounds and extending previous
results to a wider class of scalar implicatures, our results reinforce the idea that this cost
is a core property of these inferences and may be enough to distinguish them from other
phenomena. Yet formal theories of the phenomena postulate several steps in the derivation
of implicatures and it is still unclear which of these steps are costly, therefore more research
is required to reach a full understanding of this cost and bind formal, representational models
with experimental, processing results.
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Appendix A: List of all item bases for Experiment 2
Repetitions Type Quantifier Species Verb

Targets
12 Direct Some of the [birds] were fortified
12 Some of the [animals] were killed
12 Indirect Not all of the [birds] were killed
12 Not all of the [animals] were fortified

Controls – Same structure
9 True affirmative Some of the [birds] were checked
9 Some of the [animals] were checked
9 True negative Not all of the [birds] were checked
9 Not all of the [animals] were checked
9 False affirmative Some of the [birds] were killed
9 Some of the [animals] were fortified
9 False negative Not all of the [birds] were fortified
9 Not all of the [animals] were killed

Controls – No implicature
18 True affirmative All of the [birds] were fortified
18 All of the [animals] were killed
18 True negative None of the [birds] were killed
18 None of the [animals] were fortified
9 False affirmative All of the [birds] were killed
9 All of the [birds] were checked
9 All of the [animals] were fortified
9 All of the [animals] were checked
9 False negative None of the [birds] were checked
9 None of the [birds] were fortified
9 None of the [animals] were checked
9 None of the [animals] were killed

Appendix B: List of animals for Experiment 2
Nouns used for the training phase are written in italic.

Land animals: Antelopes, bears, boa constrictors, buffaloes, cats, chameleons, cheetahs,
chimpanzees, deer, dogs, elephants, foxes, giraffes, gorillas, horses, hyenas, iguanas, jaguars,
kangaroos, koalas, lions, llamas, mongooses, opossums, pandas, panthers, pigs, ponies,
pythons, rabbits, rhinoceros, sloths, squirrels, tigers, wolves, zebras, camels, donkeys, hares,
leopards, moose, rabbits, skunks.

Birds: Albatrosses, blackbirds, blue jays, canaries, cardinals, condors, cormorants, crows,
cuckoos, dodos, ducks, eagles, falcons, flamingos, geese, gulls, hawks, hens, jackdaws, os-
triches, owls, parrots, peacocks, pelicans, pheasants, pigeons, ravens, robins, seagulls, storks,
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swallows, swans, toucans, turkeys, vultures, woodpeckers, doves, finches, herons, humming-
birds, pheasants, roadrunners, shorebirds, thrushes.

Appendix C: Specific instructions and feedback to bias subjects to-
ward weak or strong reading
In the instructions, charitable subjects were told that the target sentences were true, although
they were not the best descriptions of the situation. Rigorous subjects were told that these
sentences were false because their stronger alternatives were true (with scalar item written
uppercase). For instance (9b) shows the charitable instructions for the direct example (9a),
while (9c) shows the rigorous instructions.

(9) a. Some of the hummingbirds were fortified.
b. This is True : All of the hummingbirds were fortified, therefore some of them

were.
c. This is False : Hummingbirds are birds and ALL of the birds were fortified.

During the training, the feedback on target was also adapted to the subject’s group,
although all subjects received the same feedback on control sentences:

(10) Target sentence: Some of the hummingbirds were fortified.
a. Charitable feedback: It was True! Hummingbirds are birds. In fact all of them

were fortified.
b. Rigorous feedback: It was False! Hummingbirds are birds. ALL of them were

fortified.
(11) Control sentence: All of the leopards were killed.

Feedback: It was True! Leopards are land animals. All of them were killed.

Appendix D: Regression of Polarity and Truth value
Since there is no one-to-one correspondence between controls and targets, it was not possible
to run a simple regression. Instead we ran a model on log response times with Polarity, Truth
value and their interaction as fixed effects. We gave weight 0 to targets and 1 to controls.
With such weights, the coefficients of the model are computed on control sentences only, but
the model extrapolates its prediction to target sentences. Therefore, the residuals for targets
correspond to the target data, from which the effects of polarity and truth value measured
on controls have been removed. We included Subject and Item as random effect, so that the
regression would also remove between-subjects and between-items differences. We defined
residual response times (rRT) as the residuals from this model.

At this point, we trimmed the data by removing the first and last percentiles. We did
not want to remove extreme percentiles before removing between-subjects differences because
there were large differences between subjects and we would have removed a lot of data form
the fastest subjects (although their error rates were usually low) instead of abnormal fast
responses. We also did not want to cut the data beyond one or two standard deviations
because it was still slightly skewed toward long RT, even after log-transformation. This
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would mostly have resulted in a loss of data on sentences which trigger long responses, e.g.
targets. By cutting 2sd from the mean, we would have lost 5% of the data, mostly on the
high-end.
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